INVITATION TO BID 13-07
2013 Neighborhood Street Resurfacing
Addendum 1
Date Issued: August 30, 2013
Questions and Answers:
The answers are in RED.
1. There are two sink holes located in the gutter and starting to undermine the street.
1st at 5370 Grenoble Court, 2nd at 2714 Fleur de lis court is the address of the house
the sink hole is off Fontainebleau Drive. How should we figure this? These areas will
be addressed by the City's maintenance crew prior to paving.
2. Fontainebleau Drive is on average 3" higher than the existing gutter which would
require milling to the centerline?
Also there are 45+ driveways with concrete ramps in the roll back curb gutter. Some
are in better shape than others, I’m not sure how some or most will hold up to edge
milling. How do we need to address this in our bid? . See answer on variable depth
milling. The contractor will be expected to avoid disturbing existing driveway ramps.
If any are broken during the work, the City will expect the contractor to remove the
debris. No driveway ramps will be reinstalled as part of this project.
3. Fontainebleau Way is in very bad shape it is 640SY and 80%needs to be patched.
Should we figure on milling out the whole thing and repave or just figure it as
patching? The bid should be based on the quantities provided.
4. What about the cracks and grass growing within on both locations? The pavement
surface shall be prepared for overlay in accordance with GDOT specifications.

5. I was wondering if you could help me locate some more detail information on this
job. I did not see any typicals, list of streets, or any details on this project for the
milling portion. If you could let me know where to locate this, I would greatly
appreciate it. All of the details are in the bid and addendum.

6. Along with edge milling will we be required to clean out the gutters where the
previous overlays were placed into the gutter? No.
7. How wide do you want the edge milling done 4’ or 6’ or a different width? The edge
mill quantities are based on a 6-foot wide edge mill.
8. In the pre-bid you stated that you wanted the edge milling to bring the new asphalt
to the top of the curb, if this is the case will the milling on Dunover Circle and
Flintshire Court be paid on a variable depth milling rate instead of just at 1.5” since
that is a different rate? The pay item in the bid form is variable depth. On streets
where the existing asphalt is more than 1½ inches above the gutter the City will
expect the edge mill to remove the asphalt down to the top of the gutter.

9. Is there a diagram showing exactly how the City of Dunwoody wants the Concrete
Collars to be installed on the manholes? See the attached detail.

